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Last Time: Leon, an open-source SPARC

Removal of FPU 
would reduce 
area. (power ?
cycle time ?).

40 mm!

0.35!,  65 MHz
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Today: Focus on Leon’s multiplier

Configurable:  Leon offers 5 
multiplier design options.

Mapping: on FPGAs, uses built-in 
multiplier and fast adder resources.

Final Project:  All groups must 
add a multiplier, one design 
option is a “fast” multiplier.
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SPARC Unsigned Multiply: UMUL

UMUL reg_rs1, reg_rs2 or immed, reg_rd

General-purpose 32-bit registers
13-bit inline 

constant

32 LSBs

32 MSBs

reg_rd

Y register

Q. Why use GP register for LSB destination?

32

*

reg_rs1
32

64

reg_rs2
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Recall: Unsigned Multiply Algorithm

Time / Space (resource) Trade-offs

• Carry select and CLA utilize more silicon to 
reduce time.

• Can we use more time to reduce silicon?

• How few FAs does it take to do addition?

Bit-serial Adder

• Addition of 2 n-bit numbers:
– takes n clock cycles,
– uses 1 FF, 1 FA cell, plus registers
– the bit streams may come from or go to other circuits, therefore

the registers may be optional.

• Requires controller
– What does the FSM look like?  Implemented?

• Final carry out?

• A, B, and R held in shift-
registers.  Shift right once 
per clock cycle.

• Reset is asserted by 
controller.

n-bit shift register

n-bit shift registers

sc

reset

R

FAFF

B

A

lsb

Announcements
• Reading: 5.8
• Regrades in with homework on Friday
• Digital Design in the news – from UCB

– Organic e-textiles (Prof. Vivek Subramanian)

Basic concept of multiplication
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• product of 2 n-bit numbers is an 2n-bit number
– sum of n n-bit partial products

• unsigned

Combinational Multiplier:
accumulation of partial products
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Array Multiplier

b3    0 b2    0 b1    0 b0    0

P7              P6              P5                P4

a0

0

a1

0

a2

0

a3

0

P0

P1

P2

P3

FA

bj sum in

sum out

carry
out

ai

carry
in

Each row:  n-bit adder with AND gates

What is the critical path?

Generates all n partial products simultaneously.
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MIPS arithmetic instructions

° Instruction Example Meaning Comments

° add add $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; exception possible
° subtract sub $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; exception possible
° add immediate addi $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; exception possible
° add unsigned addu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° subtract unsigned subu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° add imm. unsign. addiu $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; no exceptions
° multiply mult $2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit signed product
° multiply unsigned multu$2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit unsigned product
° divide div $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Lo = quotient, Hi = remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3 
° divide unsigned divu $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Unsigned quotient & remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3
° Move from Hi mfhi $1 $1 = Hi Used to get copy of Hi
° Move from Lo mflo $1 $1 = Lo Used to get copy of Lo
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MULTIPLY (unsigned)

° Paper and pencil example (unsigned):

Multiplicand 1000
Multiplier 1001

1000
0000

0000
1000   

Product 01001000

° m bits x n bits = m+n bit product

° Binary makes it easy:

•0 => place 0 ( 0 x multiplicand)

•1 => place a copy  ( 1 x multiplicand)

° 4 versions of multiply hardware & algorithm: 

•successive refinement
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Unsigned Combinational Multiplier

B0

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

B1

B2

B3

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7

0 0 0 0

° Stage i  accumulates  A * 2 i if Bi == 1

° Q: How much hardware for 32 bit multiplier? Critical path?
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How does it work?

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

0 0 0 00 0 0

B0

A0A1A2A3 B1

B2

A0A1A2A3 B3

P6

° At each stage shift A left ( x 2)

° Use next bit of B to determine whether to add in shifted multiplicand

° Accumulate 2n bit partial product at each stage

P0P1P2P7 P5 P4 P3

Facts to 
remember
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Design #1: Spatially compute A x B = P

CinCout

x y

z

s

1-bit signals: x, y, z, s, Cin, Cout

If z = 1, {Cout, s} <= x + y + Cin

If z = 0, {Cout, s} <= y + Cin
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Array to compute  A x B = P
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MIPS arithmetic instructions

° Instruction Example Meaning Comments

° add add $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; exception possible
° subtract sub $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; exception possible
° add immediate addi $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; exception possible
° add unsigned addu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° subtract unsigned subu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° add imm. unsign. addiu $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; no exceptions
° multiply mult $2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit signed product
° multiply unsigned multu$2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit unsigned product
° divide div $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Lo = quotient, Hi = remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3 
° divide unsigned divu $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Unsigned quotient & remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3
° Move from Hi mfhi $1 $1 = Hi Used to get copy of Hi
° Move from Lo mflo $1 $1 = Lo Used to get copy of Lo
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MULTIPLY (unsigned)

° Paper and pencil example (unsigned):

Multiplicand 1000
Multiplier 1001

1000
0000

0000
1000   

Product 01001000

° m bits x n bits = m+n bit product

° Binary makes it easy:

•0 => place 0 ( 0 x multiplicand)

•1 => place a copy  ( 1 x multiplicand)

° 4 versions of multiply hardware & algorithm: 

•successive refinement
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Unsigned Combinational Multiplier

B0

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

B1

B2

B3

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7

0 0 0 0

° Stage i  accumulates  A * 2 i if Bi == 1

° Q: How much hardware for 32 bit multiplier? Critical path?
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How does it work?

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

0 0 0 00 0 0

B0

A0A1A2A3 B1

B2

A0A1A2A3 B3

P6

° At each stage shift A left ( x 2)

° Use next bit of B to determine whether to add in shifted multiplicand

° Accumulate 2n bit partial product at each stage

P0P1P2P7 P5 P4 P3

0 0 0 0

z

x

y

Cout

Cout

Cout

Cout

Q. Number of clock cycles?

Q. Clock cycle time?
Critical path?

Q. Can we pipeline?
What do we give up?

Q. What is the 
downside to
a spatial 
design?
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Administrivia: Lab 4 and Homework 4 

11/5 (this Friday): Lab 4 “milestone 
demo” in section.

HW 4: due Weds 11/10, 5PM, 283 
Soda.  Problem list is now complete
(no new problems were added).

11/12 (next Friday): Lab 4 final demo 
in section.

11/15 (following Monday): Lab 4 final 
report due, 11:59 PM.
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Administrivia:  Mid-term and Field Trip 

Xilinx field trip date: 11/30.  Details on 
bus transport from Soda Hall soon.

Mid-Term II:  Tuesday, 11/23, 
5:30 to 8:30 PM, 101 Morgan.

Mid-Term II Review Session:  
Sunday, 11/21, 7-9 PM, 306 Soda.

Thanksgiving 
Holiday!
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Design #2: Sequentially compute A x B = P
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Carry Save addition of 4 integers

° Adding: A2A1A0
+ B2B1B0
+ C2C1C0
+ D2D1D0

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
S4S3S2S1S0

° Add Columns first, 
then rows!

° Full Adder = 3 2 element

° Can be used to reduce 
critical path of multiply 

° Example: 53 bit multiply 
(for floating point):

• At least 53 levels with 
naïve technique

• Only 9 with Carry 
save addition!

Carry Save Adder
3=>2
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Unisigned shift-add multiplier (version 1)

° 64-bit Multiplicand reg, 64-bit ALU, 64-bit Product reg, 
32-bit multiplier reg

Product

Multiplier

Multiplicand

64-bit ALU

Write
Control

32 bits

64 bits

64 bits

Shift Left

Shift Right

Multiplier = datapath + control
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Multiply Algorithm Version 1 Start

Product Multiplier Multiplicand

0000 0000 0011 0000 0010

1: 0000 0010 0011 0000 0010

2: 0000 0010 0011 0000 0100

3: 0000 0010 0001 0000 0100

1: 0000 0110 0001 0000 0100

2: 0000 0110 0001 0000 1000

3: 0000 0110 0000 0000 1000

0000 0110 0000 0000 1000

3. Shift the Multiplier register right 1 bit.

Done

Yes: 32 repetitions

2. Shift the Multiplicand register left 1 bit.

No: < 32 repetitions

1. Test
Multiplier0

Multiplier0 = 0Multiplier0 = 1

1a. Add multiplicand to product & 

place the result in Product register

32nd 

repetition?
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Observations on Multiply Version 1

° 1 clock per cycle => ! 100 clocks per multiply

• Ratio of multiply to add 5:1 to 100:1

° 1/2 bits in multiplicand always 0
=> 64-bit adder is wasted

° 0’s inserted in right of multiplicand as shifted
=> least significant bits of product never changed once 
formed

° Instead of shifting multiplicand to left, shift product to 
right?

Recall: Mini-Lab 2.3 Multiplication 
The type of multiplier you will be debugging is a 32-cycle multiplier, which uses a shared 
product/multiplier register like the multiplier seen in Figure 3.7 of COD. 

Idle State

Load multiplicand 
and multiplier

start

Busy State

Test 
Multiplier[0] 

Add multiplicand 
and shift product 

register

Shift product 
register

Done?

1

0

Multiplier[0] == 1 Multiplier[0] == 0

No: < 32 repetitions

Yes: 32 repetitions

 
4 Lab 
In this lab, you will be debugging a completed multiplier in simulation.  The code contains a total of 4 
bugs.  After using test benches we give you to find the first two, you will write a test bench to discover 
the last two.  Start by copying M:\mini_lab2 to your home directory and opening the Project Navigator 
project file. 
 
4.1 Unit Tests 

1. Find and then fix the bug in the adder.  Adder_tb.v is the associated test bench. 
2. Find and then fix the bug in the product register.  Productreg_tb.v is the associated test bench. 

Q. Clock cycle time?
Q. Does pipelining this 
design make sense?

Q. Why is area so small?

Q. What is the downside 
of this design?

FPGAs support continuum: spatial to sequential.
10
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Recall: Leon Configuration GUI ...

Five options
for multiplier
latency ...

1-cycle 
option
is fully 
spatial.

35-cycle is
mini-Lab 2.

2, 4, 5 cycles?

11
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Trick: State machine + small spatial array

Multiplier Multiplicand

Product accumulator

Specialized ALU 
with 

small array multiplier

State
machine 
control

Q. With this general architecture, what 
needs to be “configured” in Leon VHDL 
to trade off space and latency?

12
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From Leon manual:  Space vs Time

LEON2 XST User’s Manual
- 81 -

GAISLER RESEARCH

 mulpipe: boolean; -- multiplier pipeline registers
 divider : divtypes;-- divider type
  mac : boolean; -- multiply/accumulate
  fpuen: integer range 0 to 1;-- FPU enable
  cpen: boolean; -- co-processor enable
  fastjump : boolean;-- enable fast jump address generation
  icchold : boolean;-- enable fast branch logic
  lddelay: integer range 1 to 2; -- # load delay cycles (1-2)
  fastdecode : boolean;-- optimise instruction decoding (FPGA only)
  rflowpow : boolean;-- disable regfile when not accessed
  watchpoints: integer range 0 to 4; -- # hardware watchpoints (0-4)
end record;

nwindows set the number of register windows; the SPARC standard allows 2 - 32 windows,
but to be compatible with the window overflow/underflow handlers in the LECCS compiler,
8 windows should be used.

The multiplier option selects how the multiply instructions are implemented The table
below show the possible configurations:

If infer_mult in the synthesis configuration record (see above) is false, the multipliers are
implemented using the module generators in multlib.vhd. If infer_mult is true, the synthesis
tool will infer a multiplier. For FPGA implementations, best performance is achieved when
infer_mult is true and m16x16 is selected. ASIC implementations (using synopsys DC)
should set infer_mult to false since the provided multiplier macros in MULTLIB are faster
than the synopsys generated equivalents. The mac option enables the SMAC/UMAC
instructions. Requires the multiplier to use the m16x16 configuration. The mulpipe option
can be used to infer pipeline registers in the m16x16 multiplier when infer_mult is false.
This will improve the timing of the multiplier but increase the latency from 4 to 5 clocks.

The divider field select how the UDIV/SDIV instructions are implemented. Currently, only
a radix-2 divider is available.

If an FPU will be attached, fpuen should be set to 1. If a co-processor will be attached, cpen
should be set to true.

To speed up branch address generation, fastjump can be set to implement a separate branch
address adder. The pipeline can be configured to have either one or two load delay cycles
using the lddelay option. One cycle gives higher performance (lower CPI) but may result in
slower timing in ASIC implementations. Setting icchold will improve timing by adding a
pipeline hold cycle if a branch instruction is preceded by an icc-modifying instruction.

Configuration latency
(clocks)

approx. area
(Kgates)

iterative 35 1000

m16x16 + pipeline reg 5 6,500

m16x16 4 6,000

m32x8 4 5,000

m32x16 2 9,000

mx32x32 1 15,000

Table 24: Multiplier configurations

Names indicate the
size of multiplier

array.

Leon will use FPGA 
multiplier arrays
(not on Virtex E)
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Performance equation guides choice 

LEON2 XST User’s Manual
- 19 -

GAISLER RESEARCH

3.2 Instruction pipeline

The LEON integer unit uses a single instruction issue pipeline with 5 stages:

1. FE (Instruction Fetch): If the instruction cache is enabled, the instruction is fetched from
the instruction cache. Otherwise, the fetch is forwarded to the memory controller. The
instruction is valid at the end of this stage and is latched inside the IU.

2. DE (Decode): The instruction is decoded and the operands are read. Operands may come
from the register file or from internal data bypasses. CALL and Branch target addresses
are generated in this stage.

3. EX (Execute): ALU, logical, and shift operations are performed. For memory operations
(e.g., LD) and for JMPL/RETT, the address is generated.

4. ME (Memory): Data cache is accessed. For cache reads, the data will be valid by the end
of this stage, at which point it is aligned as appropriate. Store data read out in the execution
stage is written to the data cache at this time.

5. WR (Write): The result of any ALU, logical, shift, or cache read operations are written
back to the register file.

Table 1 lists the cycles per instruction (assuming cache hit and no load interlock):

* depends on multiplier configuration

3.3 Multiply instructions

The LEON processor supports the SPARC integer multiply instructions UMUL, SMUL
UMULCC and SMULCC. These instructions perform a 32x32-bit integer multiply,
producing a 64-bit result. SMUL and SMULCC performs signed multiply while UMUL and
UMULCC performs unsigned multiply. UMULCC and SMULCC also set the condition
codes to reflect the result. Several multiplier implementation are provided, making it possible
to choose between area, delay and latency (see “Integer unit configuration” on page 80 for
more details).

Instruction Cycles

JMPL 2

Double load 2

Single store 2

Double store 3

SMUL/UMUL 1/2/4/5/35*

SDIV/UDIV 35

Taken Trap 4

Atomic load/store 3

All other instructions 1

Table 1: Instruction timing

Use technique shown in performance
lecture to choose best latency, given 
the application porgram Leon will run.
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Multiplier state machine design ...

Think spatially, then map to time ...

Using Embedded Multipliers in Spartan-3 FPGAs

XAPP467 (v1.1) May 13, 2003 www.xilinx.com 5

1-800-255-7778

R

Expanding 
Multipliers

Multiplication using inputs with more than 18 bits is possible by decomposing the multiplication 

process into smaller subprocesses. The binary representation of either input can be split at any 

point, provided the proper weighting and sign of the MSBs is taken into account. Splitting off the 

18 MSBs of the input makes the best use of the 18-bit signed multipliers.

For example, Figure 5 shows how a 22x16 multiplier could be implemented. The 22-bit value is 

decomposed into an 18-bit signed value and a 4-bit unsigned value from the LSBs. Two partial 

products are formed. The first is a 20-bit signed product, which is the result of multiplying the 

16-bit signed value by the 4-bit unsigned section. The second is a 34-bit signed product, formed 

by multiplying the 16-bit signed value by the 18-bit signed section. The addition process 

restores the weighting of the products (note the least significant bits of the first product bypass 

the addition) and forms the final 38-bit product. Since the first product is signed, the 20-bit value 

needs to be sign-extended before addition. The adder itself only needs to be 34 bits, requiring 

17 slices.

The implementation can vary depending on the performance needs and available resources. 

The second multiplier can be implemented in the MULT18X18 resource or in CLBs if it is small. 

Pipelining can be added to improve performance, using the built-in capabilities of the dedicated 

multipliers. If both inputs are greater than 18 bits, then four partial products are formed, but the 

purely unsigned result from the LSBs simply can be concatenated with the 36-bit signed 

product of the MSBs and added to the other two results.

Figure 6 represents the cascaded scheme used to implement a 35-bit by 35-bit signed 

multiplier utilizing four embedded multipliers and two adders.

The fixed adder is 53 bits wide (17 LSBs are always 0 on one input).

The 34-bit by 34-bit unsigned submodule is constructed in a similar manner with the most 

significant bit on each operand being tied to logic Low.

Figure 5:  22x16 Multiplier Implementation

MULT18X18

34

Unsigned

16

44
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P

16
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X467_14_051303
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Multiplier state machine design ...

16
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In conclusion:  Multiplier Design

Design a multiplier state machine 
whose ALU is a smaller array.

To design state machine, think in 
space then map to time.

Trade off space and time to pick the 
best array size for your application.
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